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Abstract: Introducing the essays in this special issue on medicine in the household, Bivins, Marland and Tomes briefly sketch the existing historiography and argue for the enduring importance of the household as a site of medical decision-making and practice. The household as explored by this collection also offers a valuable space within which to test new methodologies addressing the challenges that face historians and other scholars seeking to tracing the reception, adoption and adaptation of new knowledge, practices and products.
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In recent years there has been a wealth of new scholarship on the circulation of commodities, information and ideas related to practices of medicine and health in the early modern household. This work has contributed to a rethinking of generalisations about the pre-1800 marketplaces of medicine, and how
individuals, families and households participated in them.\(^1\) Importantly, thinking about households in this way has allowed historians to explore vital aspects of preventive and therapeutic activities that are often overlooked in grand narratives of scientific, market and professional change.

This scholarship has had far less to say about the period post-1800, and the significance of domestic spaces has been consistently understated in modern times. Beyond the US (with its more vigorous scholarship on the household as a source of medical know-how and activity), for this period, the assumption – if not stated, then implicit – has been of decreasing activity and declining influence for the household as a site of medical decision-making and knowledge

production. Only in relation to the intersections between organised medicine and reproductive and child-reading practices (again particularly in the United States) has this model been effectively challenged, primarily by feminist scholarship. With regard to work on the medical marketplace, the realm of non-

---


3 Johanna Schoen, ‘Women, the Health Professions, and the State’, *Journal of Women’s History*, 2004, 16, 215-25 assesses this shift in a review essay; for examples of the approach, see Andrea Tone, *Devices and Desires: A History of*
professional practice post-1800 has been largely equated with the production and retail of patent, pre-prepared remedies, the commodification of medicine and health, and the persistence of ‘quack’ practice. With a few honourable exceptions, the rapid diversification of domestic approaches to the prevention of ill health and the treatment of illness has been displaced until recently by accounts – whether laudatory or condemnatory – of powerful and specialised medical professionals, game-changing medical technologies and institutions, and

---


ever-more exclusive medical knowledge. Yet the advent of broader perspectives on the ‘medical marketplace’ in the USA has offered an opportunity to re-focus

---

scholarly attention on the vast array of ideas, advice, products, goods, and the promotion of good household health over the long twentieth century.\textsuperscript{6}

In part, scholarly inattention to flourishing domestic cultures of health, healing and medical decision-making reflects the fact that the ‘household’ itself, as Mark Jackson has observed in relation to the ‘home’, is a fluid and ill-defined site for historical examination in the modern period.\textsuperscript{7} Whether we consider the traditional, preindustrial household incorporating an extended family plus workers of various types; the shrinking Victorian bourgeois family, with perhaps one or two domestic servants; or the modern nuclear family, we contemplate units that are far more than the sum of their individual parts.\textsuperscript{8} Where and whom

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{6} Nancy Tomes, The Gospel of Germs: Men, Women and the Microbe in American Life (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1998) was a key catalyst in this shift, promoting a proliferating literature uncovering new and heightened domestic activities in relation to medicine and health, particularly in US scholarship.

\textsuperscript{7} Mark Jackson, “‘Home Sweet Home’ Historical Perspectives on Health and the Home’, in Mark Jackson, ed., Health and the Modern Home, 1-17 at 3-5.

\end{flushleft}
people live with – those spaces we designate with terms such as domestic, home, personal, private or familial – clearly are categories of enormous importance in the history of medicine and health. Their boundaries and meanings are hard to pin down, making it difficult to compare them across time. Still there is a great deal that scholars of the early modern and late modern periods can learn by attempting that comparison. Much scholarship on early modern recipe book collections, for instance, has focused on the kitchen as the place of preparation of family remedies, and the close proximity of medicine and cookery in both written recipe book collections and in the practical making up and cooking up of potions, lotions and medications. But could the therapeutic household, as Sandra Cavallo suggests in her article on material culture in the sixteenth-century Italian home, include the architecture, interior design, the uses of spaces and management of air within the home? And how does the bringing of new and increasingly accessible medical objects, such as the domestic weighing scale in the early twentieth-century bathroom, change the ways in which these places are envisaged and utilised by householders?


10 See also Sandra Cavallo and Tessa Storey, _Healthy Living in Late Renaissance Italy_ (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013).
These questions raise another challenge that has, thus far, limited critical scholarly attention to the continuing place of the household at the heart of social practices of health maintenance and therapeutics. Unlike the clinic, the hospital, and the laboratory, the quotidian domestic practices of cure and self-care leave behind relatively few documentary traces. How then, can we uncover the role of the household as a site, and householders as participants in the production and practice of ‘medicine’? This collection of essays, taking an extended perspective, from the healthy homes of early modern Italian householders to the weight management activities and contraceptive practices of early twentieth-century British medical consumers, approaches the ‘reception’ problem in the history of medicine through both new sources and new readings of familiar materials. Its authors use evidence of consumption, co-production, and adaptation to dispute assumptions about the increasing insignificance of the household, suggesting that domestic spaces remained key sites of health and curing. Indeed, we argue that households across the early modern and modern periods adapted and expanded their activities in response to new opportunities with regard to the circulation of medical advice, goods and technologies. The essays not only recover the household as a place where healers of different sorts provided medical care but also conceptualised the home as a site of disease prevention and as a place to improve health.

Both the early modern and modern periods were marked by modification, innovation and change in domestic health practices. As Sandra Cavallo demonstrates, with her focus on the material culture of the sixteenth-century Italian home, it is possible to identify shifts in definitions of health hazards,
notably ideas concerning ‘bad air’, and the ways in which health advice, architecture and householders themselves were prompted to adapt their domestic environments to improve health and wellbeing. Here, close attention to the physical spaces of the household elicits new meanings from established texts, while displaying the power of domestic material culture to inform medical history. Drawing evidence from the multiplicity of homoeopathic advice books intended for domestic use and their accompanying medical kits, Marion Baschin reveals how the new system of homoeopathy captured and retained the attention of late nineteenth-century German householders, its relatively low cost extending its appeal. Claire Jones re-examines under-used parliamentary sources and reports on contraceptive practices alongside a rich material culture, from mail order catalogues and advertisements to the vending machines and the window displays of chemists’ shops. This, Jones argues, exposes a vastly expanded range of possibilities for the purchase of contraceptive devices and a diversification of consumption patterns and consumers. Tinde van Andel’s survey of the ways in which enslaved Africans in Suriname responded to the challenge of sourcing therapeutically useful plants in a new environment establishes the durability of household practices and therapies as well as the importance of domestic settings as sites for experimentation and absorption of new herbs and recipes from the New World. Her work also reflects the intriguing methodological possibilities of ethnobotany for early modern and modern historians.

The essays included here examine a diverse range of settings, shifting emphasis away from the United States (where scholarship on medicine in the
modern household, though still limited, is more advanced) to develop case studies from across Europe and the New World. Collectively, we seek to investigate global as well as liminal transits of information and goods. New Imperial history has opened up the household and its inhabitants to a wider range of transnational forces, by exploring themes such as the impact of colonising regimes on native families; colonisers’ efforts to protect themselves by sanitising native bodies and homes; and the ways in which the ‘imperial periphery’ worked to produce ‘metropolitan transformations’ in the homes of the allegedly civilised, including practices of personal hygiene and diet closely linked to disease prevention. Studies of product manufacture and marketing offer similarly useful but thus far overlooked windows into the ways, means and extent of household agency. Tinde van Andel’s longue durée look at the global

11 See also Harold Cook, Matters of Exchange: Commerce, Medicine, and Science in the Dutch Golden Age (New Haven, NJ: Yale University Press, 2007).


trajecories of domestic medical adaptations, and Claire Jones’ attention to
commercial perspectives on the affordable rubber sheath, extend and amplify
these themes through their focus on households as sites of health decision-
making and consumption.

Scholarship focusing on the early modern period has encouraged us to
think more critically about who exactly was involved in the ‘doing’ of household
medicine, and as Cavallo and Jones suggest, we can widen this category
significantly. For Cavallo, it certainly includes those involved in designing the
homes of noble and prosperous Italian families. And while we still tend to
assume that women were assigned a special interest in and obligation to look
after the private spaces of health, historians – including in this edition, Jones and
Baschin – have shown the domain of the household to include a far more diverse
set of actors, including husbands and doctors. The fixed gender roles and status
hierarchies assumed in early writing about domestic medicine have been
replaced by a fluid set of questions about the way knowledge and practices may
flow, between householders, doctors, manufacturers and retailers of medical
advice and goods.

Information itself became a commodity to be collected and traded, and
subject to the forces of dispersion and popularisation. If a book or an almanac
became more cheaply available, thanks to moveable type and later the rotary
press, more eyes or ears could access it. As women or workers became literate,
and as the educated middle class expanded, they could read Aristotle’s
*Masterpiece*, periodical literature highlighting medical advances and new
approaches, an expanding domestic health advice literature, or texts produced by medical botanists, hydropathists and homoeopaths, directly urging domestic practice and that households control their own health.¹⁴ Through the mechanisms of popularisation, the household becomes more permeable to all manner of scientific change. While increased production and acquisition does not equate with usage, as Charles Rosenberg has compellingly argued, the fact that many popular health books survive, often in shabby condition, annotated and expanded with torn out newspaper clippings, indicates that ‘These books were not just read; they were used’.¹⁵ Advice literatures, lay, professional, and


commercial, are key sources in understanding the mixed medical oeconomy of the modern household, where such texts have proliferated to a scale unmatched in earlier periods. Baschin, Bivins and Marland, and Jones all explore the extraordinary diversity and richness of the health datasphere of modern householders, who were in turn adept developers of ‘paper hyperlinks’ between traditional, alternative, industrial, and professional knowledge.

Indeed, far from illustrating a sharp dichotomy between medical professionals and householders, domestic practices sometimes cooperated with professional medicine and often incorporated it (with and without adaptation to their own local circumstances and tastes). Many doctors encouraged such practices, producing, for example, medical guides for domestic usage and retailing a range of products from medicine chests, weighing devices, and the ingredients of recipes, to bathing equipment, inhalers and eye baths, all intended for domestic usage.\textsuperscript{16} Graham Mooney has explored the ways in which sanatorium therapy was reconfigured for domestic spaces in Edwardian England, as household consumers were encouraged to draw on self-help

\textit{Hygiene} (Baltimore and London: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2003), 1-20 at 2.

manuals and a range of consumer goods intended for home use. Such commoditised co-operation is highlighted by Baschin, and Bivins and Marland, and often travelled alongside the rapid spread of new technologies of medical self-help and self-surveillance. These essays additionally highlight the importance of intermediaries and interpreters, as more and varied groups and individuals tried to earn or supplement a living by producing and selling ‘useful knowledge’ and goods. These might be authors of domestic guides, booksellers and publishers, journalists and newspaper proprietors, or retailers of medical equipment, devices and preparations.

Rather than positing science as an inquiry separate from commerce, a handful of pioneering and more recent studies, like several essays in this collection, show how science and commerce, medicine and technology intersected and interacted in the production of domestically useful – and thus used – knowledge. Historians have recently documented such activity among the good mothers who started to regularly weigh and record the weights of babies and keep precise baby diaries, and housewives adopting and adapting advice interpreting the new germ theories in their methods of cleaning their home.17


18 Tomes, *The Gospel of Germs*; Lyubov G. Gurjeva, ‘Child Health, Commerce and Family Values: The Domestic Production of the Middle Class in Late-Nineteenth and Early-Twentieth-Century Britain, in Marijke Gijswijt-Hofstra and Hilary Marland, eds, *Cultures of Child Health in Britain and the Netherlands in the*
Here, we add to these active and adaptive householders Jones’s consumers of contraceptive products, Baschin’s eager learners and practitioners of home homeopathy, and Bivins and Marland’s keen or begrudging weight-watchers.

Focusing on the household as a key node in any medical marketplace, we would suggest, has analytical advantages. First, it strips away some of the ambiguities that have plagued recent studies of, for example, pharmaceuticals, public health advice, and medical technologies. If it is hard to determine who is the true ‘consumer’ in a regulated medical marketplace – the doctors who

---


prescribe? The consumers who demand? The state or other entities who foot the bill and assess the costs? – the lens of the household offers a clearer view. In this context, historians can assess not only who makes the decision to buy the bathroom scale and for whom, but who actually uses it. This approach, through close scrutiny of an inclusive and yet ostensibly private space, reveals new users, decision-makers and agents of medical change, from Jones’ teen-age condom consumers to Bivins and Marland’s secretive scale-using guests.

These studies do raise another question, and one with increasing traction across the history of domestic practices of health and healing: can we fruitfully distinguish between medical householders and medical consumers? This is not, we think, a site for dogmatism: often the medical householder and the medical consumer are clearly one and the same – householders in the modern period, certainly, exercised their power as decision makers most emphatically through consumption. As well as consuming commodified knowledge and medical commodities, householders rejected and altered these proffered goods. We would also argue that medical householders remained, in the modern period as in the early modern, producers as well as consumers of medical knowledge, whether through their pragmatic bricolage of information gathered from myriad information streams, or through their increasingly sophisticated self-surveillance and self-knowledge.